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ABSTRACT 

A new image-processing algorithm has been devised to improve visibility of features in the head of 
Comet Halley on the high-resolution photographs taken at Mount Wilson in May-June 1910. The most 
striking features are spiral jets that “unwind” from the central condensation and evolve into expanding 
envelopes on a time scale of days. They consist of dust particles ejected continuously from discrete 
regions on the sunlit side of the rotating nucleus and are, in their early phase of development, essentially 
two-dimensional formations. We find ~ 1 day as a crude lower limit to the comet’s rotation period. The 
projected expansion velocities of the dust features are measured to range from 0.2 to 0.3 km/s. Relative 
photometry of a bright jet suggests that the column density of dust ejecta in the jet exceeds the density 
in the coma by a factor of £ 2 and that, if narrow along the line of sight, the jet may have a particle 
number concentration several tens of times higher than the coma background. Numerous ion features 
are also seen on the photographs. The 1910 images give a preview of the type of activity that the Near- 
Nucleus Studies Network of the International Halley Watch will be concerned with during Comet 
Halley’s upcoming apparition. The developed image-processing capability will be indispensable for the 
reduction of the observations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many brighter comets, including Periodic Comet Halley, 
show coma structure that changes from night to night (cf. 
Rahe, Donn, and Wurm 1969). The features, which include 
jets, fans, arcs, and halos, are products of directed emission 
of material and serve as evidence of a nonuniform surface 
structure of the comet ary nucleus. Visual telescopic observa- 
tions emphasize the boundaries of changing intensity gradi- 
ents and make the usually low-contrast coma features look 
more prominent than they in fact are. In general, the visibi- 
lity of these features depends upon aperture, magnification, 
and also sky brightness and transparency. Together with 
varying competency of the visual observers these conditions 
are responsible, on numerous occasions, for an embarrassing 
lack of resemblance among drawings obtained virtually at 
the same time (cf. various sets of visual observations in Rahe, 
Donn, and Wurm 1969). With rare exceptions, quantitative 
analysis of drawings is not possible. 

Photographic observations of coma structure are free 
from many pitfalls of visual observation, but have problems 
of their own. A useful photograph must have a high spatial 
resolution, a correct exposure time, precise guiding on the 
comet, and must be obtained in good seeing. The choices of 
emulsion and filter as well as the photographic processing 
also affect the quality of the result. Finally, a successful posi- 
tional reduction and analysis require that the features be 
visible in the eyepiece of the measuring machine under mag- 
nification that reduces the contrast. Only recently has this 
last problem been alleviated by the digital image processing 
of the photographs and the situation further improved by the 
introduction, at the telescope, of highly sensitive solid-state 
detector arrays, such as charge-coupled devices. 

Interest in high-resolution coma imaging has increased 
considerably after it was demonstrated quantitatively that 
the structure of the dust coma contains information on the 
spin vector and can even be used to pinpoint the regions of 
unusually high dust production on the nucleus surface (Lar- 
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son and Minton 1972; Larson 1978; Whipple 1978, 1980, 
1982; Sekanina 1979, 1981a,b). 

II. PHOTOGRAPHS OF COMET HALLEY 

Although photographic emulsions were relatively insensi- 
tive in 1910, quality images of Comet Halley at high spatial 
resolution were obtained with two large reflectors—the 152- 
cm //5 at Mount Wilson and the Crossley 91-cm //5.8 at 
Mount Hamilton. Useful photographs of lower resolution 
were also obtained with smaller reflectors and with astro- 
graphs of long focal length, especially during the time of the 
comet’s peak brightness in May and June 1910. Complete 
information on the world-wide photographic observations 
of the comet has never been published, but extensive lists 
were prepared by Comstock et al. (1915) and by Bobrovni- 
koff(1931). 

In this first of a series of papers that we intend to write on 
coma structure of P/Halley, we utilize the images obtained 
by G. W. Ritchey with the 152-cm reflector at Mount Wil- 
son. These well-preserved photographs have a plate scale of 
about 27 arcsec per millimeter. The periods of observation 
were May 5-11 and June 2-6, 1910. The exposure times var- 
ied from 1.5 to 25 min. The shorter exposures are better for 
near-nucleus detail, whereas the longer exposures give a bet- 
ter signal-to-noise ratio for faint, outer envelopes. With one 
exception (a 90-s exposure on May 7.5 UT), the emulsions 
used were Seed 23 and 27. 

A total of 31 plates were taken on the 12 nights. After their 
digitization we selected the best single plate each night for 
further study. The precise scale and orientation of each plate 
were determined from positional measurement of field stars 
and the position of the point of maximum photographic den- 
sity was tested relative to the comet’s topocentric path calcu- 
lated from the best available orbital elements (Yeomans 
1983, private communication). Deviations of the observed 
center of light from the ephemeris position corresponding to 
the recorded time of observation were given as the residuals 
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along and across the comet’s track, Arp and Ae. As shown 
below, these residuals are mostly very small, especially in the 
direction normal to the motion. Since the times of observa- 
tion were recorded with rather low precision (usually round- 
ed off to the nearest minute, not compared with a time stan- 
dard), we attributed the residuals to uncertainties in the 
times and applied corrections At = Arp/smotJ where imot is 
the comet’s apparent motion. The exposures appear to have 
been guided in one axis after the edge of the longer side of 
each 12x9 cm plate had been aligned approximately with 
the comet’s expected direction of motion. 

The 12 selected plates are listed in Table I which gives: the 
time of mid-exposure, corrected for the contribution from 
Arp\ the geocentric and heliocentric distances, A and r\ the 
position angle of the prolonged radius vector, the ap- 
parent rate and position angle of the comet’s topocentric 
motion, smot and Pmot (not including differential refraction); 
the measured position angle of the edge of the plate’s longer 
side, Pedgeî the measured plate scale; the residuals Arp (mea- 
suring the applied correction to the original time of observa- 
tion and reckoned positive ahead of the ephemeris place) and 

6 (positive to the north of the comet’s path); the plate emul- 
sion used; and the specified exposure time. 

III. IMAGE PROCESSING 

The coma features on the Mount Wilson photographs are 
almost always of low contrast and superimposed on an inten- 
sity gradient of long dynamic range. In general, the feature 
contrast appears to diminish with increasing distance from 
the nucleus. These conditions require use of digital image- 
processing techniques to enhance the contrast. 

Various approaches to image enhancement have been ap- 
plied to comets (e.g., Klinglesmith 1981; Matuska et al. 
1978; Sekanina and Farrell 1978; Wood and Albrecht 1981). 
The most common techniques utilize spatial filtering or take 
intensity derivatives in some direction. These methods re- 
duce the effects of the steep intensity falloff and allow one to 
stretch the contrast. In all of these approaches, great care 
must be exercised to identify processing artifacts that may be 
misleading in the analysis. One of the most successful meth- 
ods has been the linear intensity derivative using a linear 
shift-difference algorithm. The primary limitation of this 
technique is that it emphasizes only the features which have 
an intensity change in the direction of the shift. Figure 1 
[Plate 11] shows the effect of a linear shift-difference process 

on an image; note the feature’s strong visibility dependence 
on the direction of the shift. 

According to Bobrovnikoff (1931), one characteristic 
property of P/Halley was a persistent appearance of nearly 
circular halos, centered approximately on the nucleus. It 
seems that a shift difference radial to the center of light 
should improve visibility of these features, as it maps the rate 
of change of emission at a given position angle. A severe 
limitation is that the features oriented radial to the nucleus, 
such as jets or ion streamers, do not show. To make these 
features visible, a rotational shift difference (about the center 
of light) must be applied. Figure 2 [Plate 12] shows the result 
of application of various amounts of radial and rotational 
shift differences. The rotational component tends to empha- 
size features of varying spatial extent depending upon the 
distance from the nucleus. This, however, is not a serious 
problem as features become larger and more diffuse farther 
from the nucleus and require a larger shift to show. 

To ensure that features of any orientation are retained in 
the processing, we add two processed images which have the 
same radial shifts and the rotational shifts of the same mag- 
nitude but opposite directions. The relation between B and 
B the brightnesses of an unprocessed and processed pixel, is 
B'{x,P;AxiAP)= [B(x,P)-B(x-AxfP-AP)] 

+ [B(xyP)-B{x-Ax1P + AP)}, 
(1) 

where x and P are the point’s radial distance and position 
angle relative to the comet’s maximum brightness, Ax is a 
radial and AP a rotational shift. The optimum parameters 
must be found empirically in each case. It is important to 
consult the original image to ensure that processing artifacts 
are not introduced and that the general appearance of the 
features is not distorted so as to mislead interpretation. The 
final images are maps of intensity changes with steep posi- 
tive-gradient changes dark, negative-gradient changes light, 
and near-zero gradients (such as the sky) grey. 

In this study the Kitt Peak National Observatory’s PDS 
scanning microdensitometer was employed to digitize the 
original plates. Arrays of500 X 500 elements with a pixel size 
of 40 microns (or — 1 arcsec) a side were used, since the 
available output was a standard 512 X 512-image display 
system. The point of maximum density in the coma was tak- 
en as the primary reference and the array was aligned with 
the plate edge. None of the plates had sensitometric calibra- 

Table I. Mount Wilson plates of Comet Halley selected for analysis. 

Time of 
mid-exposure A 

1910 (UT) (AU) 
r P KW 

(AU) 

Apparent motion 

^mot Pmot 
(min-1) 

Residuals 
Plate   Exposure 

Pedge scale Axf; Ae Emul- time 
(mm-1) sion (min) 

May 

June 

5.4900 0.63618 0.67534 
6.4827 0.59701 0.68600 
7.4931 0.55719 0.69728 
8.4885 0.51807 0.70879 
9.4875 0.47901 0.72071 

10.4938 0.43994 0.73306 
11.4932a 0.40156 0.74565 
2.1815 0.53143 1.06120 
3.2288 0.57117 1.07734 
4.2246 0.60901 1.09273 
5.2367 0.64750 1.10837 
6.2175 0.68478 1.12354 

255°6 1"65 70°9 
255.5 1.99 71.3 
255.4 2.39 71.6 
255.3 2.87 72.0 
255.3 3.47 72.3 
255.3 4.23 72.6 
255.5 5.19 73.1 
112.2 3.04 110.1 
112.4 2.66 110.2 
112.6 2.35 110.2 
112.7 2.09 110.2 
112.9 1.88 110.2 

67?8 27?34 + 1"0 
79.1 27.23 +0.3 
73.9 27.36 0.0 
74.8 27.32 + 6.9 
74.7 27.20 + 3.6 
74.2 27.15 -0.3 
74.0 27.15 +7.7 

104.3 27.17 + 13.2 
104.1 26.98 - 1.5 
103.5 27.17 -2.5 
104.0 27.18 -2.4 
106.4 27.07 - 1.9 

- 1"3 Seed 23 8 
+ 0.4 Seed 23 4 
+ 0.1 Seed 23 4 
-0.1 Seed 23 8 
+ 2.5 Seed 23 8 
- 0.9 Seed 23 2 

• • • Seed 23 2 
+ 0.1 Seed 27 12 
- 2.5 Seed 23 25 
+ 1.0 Seed 23 25 
+ 0.1 Seed 27 20 
- 2.4 Seed 27 9 

aTime corrected on the assumption of .de = 0. 
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tion. Developing information and typical sensitometric re- 
sponse were unavailable as well, and some plates were later 
treated for “hypo stains,” which altered the densities by 
some unknown amount. For these reasons nearly all of the 
images have been kept in their density configuration. 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE FEATURES 

The computer-enhanced structure of the comet’s head, 
compared in Figs. 3-6 [Plates 13-16] with the unprocessed 
images, resembles drawings by visual observers. For unifor- 
mity, the processing parameters, Ax = 5 pixels, AP= 10°, 
are identical for all the images. 

A study of the coma morphology is complicated by the 
broad spectral bandpass of the emulsions used. Spectro- 
grams of P/Halley (BobrovnikofF 1931) show that the images 
consist primarily of the contributions from the usual molec- 
ular species, from scattered solar continuum, and from ion 
emissions. Identification of these components in the direct 
images can only be made using guidelines based on their 
recognized morphological characteristics in comets. We 
identify solids by their sunward asymmetry and by changes 
that imply subkilometer-per-second velocities. Because of 
chaotic molecular motions, gas emissions have a nearly sym- 
metric distribution and lack discrete features. Ion emissions 
are identified by sharply defined structure which changes on 
very short time scales as a result of the interaction with the 
highly variable solar-wind magnetic field. They are especial- 
ly strong in the June images. 

The single most striking quality of the processed images in 
Figs. 3-6 is evidence of the constant formation of spiral jets 
that are seen to “unwind” from the central condensation on 
the sunward side of the coma. This spiral pattern is strongly 
indicative of a spinning nucleus. In particular, an apparent 
clockwise rotation on the May images and counterclockwise 
rotation on the June images are consistent with expectation, 
because the Earth-comet vector had turned by about 150° 
between May 7 and June 4, and the probability of the Earth’s 
transit across the equatorial plane of a randomly oriented 
nucleus between the two dates is more than 90%. 

A number of features in Figs. 3-6 can be followed over 
several days. We have already shown (Sekanina and Larson 
1983) that the observed evolution of a spiral jet into an ex- 
panding envelope (or halo) is fundamentally diagnostic of 
dust ejected continuously from a discrete emission region on 
the sunlit side of the rotating nucleus. In a follow-up paper 
we will show quantitatively that, for example, the spiral jet 
near the nucleus on May 7 develops into the bright envelope 
on May 8 and 9. Dust-rich comets, such as Comet Bennett 
1970II, likewise show this type of activity (Larson and Min- 
ton 1972; Larson 1978). This also is substantially the behav- 
ior of P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 in its outbursts, exten- 
sively studied by Whipple (1980), except that because of this 
comet’s large distance from the Sun the observed evolution 
of the features is almost entirely controlled by ejection veloc- 
ity, with radiation-pressure effects dramatically diminished. 

The features on the processed images are emission boun- 
daries whose positions are easily measured from the comput- 
er video display with an internal movable cursor. The dis- 
play facilitates positional measurement of features by 
allowing one to change brightness and contrast and thereby 
to optimize visibility. Examples of strong dust features seen 
in Figs. 3-6 are displayed in plots of projected distance from 
the nucleus, x, vs position angle, P, in Fig. 7. The slopes in 
the polar-coordinate diagrams measure the combined effect 

Fig. 7. Boundaries of an expanding dust feature in Comet Halley on May 7- 
9, 1910, depicted in a plot of the projected distance from the nucleus vs 
position angle. The dashed portion of the May 7 curve refers to the inner 
coma, where the feature’s boundary is poorly defined. 

of the projected particle velocities and projected nucleus spin 
rate. From the identification of the features on consecutive 
nights we find that the projected velocities show a distinct 
asymmetry relative to the radius vector (Fig. 7) and vary 
characteristically from 0.2 to 0.3 km/s, as measured in the 
general direction of the Sun. At the given heliocentric dis- 
tances these velocities are by a factor of more than 2 lower 
than the halo expansion velocities of 27 comets studied by 
BobrovnikofF(1954) would indicate. This velocity range also 
applies to the bright, nearly circular feature visible on the 
June 3-4 images. Probably the product of a major outburst, 
this halo could be related to the conspicuous cigar-shaped 
feature which is projecting in the antisunward direction and 
moves away from the nucleus at a comparably low velocity. 

Analysis of plasma structures is complicated by the pres- 
ence of the dust features. Nevertheless, ion rays are easily 
identified on a series of four exposures spanning 69 min on 
June 2. The plates taken on later days had longer exposures 
and the ion streamers were blurred by motion. For plasma- 
formation studies, spectrally selective imaging is essential as 
a means of isolating the CO"** emissions and suppressing 
dust. 

V. RELATIVE PHOTOMETRY OF A DUST JET 

To compare the dust environment in jets with that outside 
them (referred to as the coma background) we undertook 
limited photometry of the head. Since none of the Mount 
Wilson plates had sensitometric calibration, we were in need 
of a pair of plates of different exposure times taken succes- 
sively on the same night to carry out an approximate density- 
to-intensity conversion. The choice of plates was dictated by 
the presence of a well-defined jet and by a sufficiently large 
difference in the exposure times. Also, it was essential that a 
representative coma background be well established and 
that the projected image of the jet be free from the contami- 
nation by other overlapping features. Inspection of the plates 
showed that in practice these conditions are reasonably satis- 
fied on only rare occasions. 

A good opportunity to study the distribution of light in a 
bright jet was afforded by a pair of plates taken on May 9. 
The longer exposure was 8 min and the shorter 2 min. From 
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the comparison of the densities at a number of points in the 
coma it was possible to build up a characteristic curve by 
segments over the complete range of densities. The resulting 
curve could be expressed as a five-coefficient modified Hon- 
ey cutt-Chaldu function (Beebe 1974). This approach ignores 
the possible effects of reciprocity failure, changing sky con- 
ditions, and inconsistent development. However, the same 
procedure yielded relative intensities correct to about 10% 
when applied to calibrated, graduated-exposure photo- 
graphs of Comet Bennett 1970II. 

The longer May 9 exposure is reproduced in Fig. 8 [Plate 
17], showing the points at which the brightness was mea- 
sured. The figure also presents the plots of brightness versus 
distance x from the nucleus in the jet and in the coma back- 
ground. The contrast C (in percent) of the jet at a distances is 
defined as a relative brightness increment over the back- 
ground, 

c=[(/j;t//com)-i]xioo, (2) 
where 7com and 7/et are the measured brightnesses of the 
coma background and the jet at the same projected distance 
from the nucleus. I[et represents in fact a sum of 7com and the 
intrinsic jet brightness 7jet. A straightforward application of 
Eq. (2) to the measurements in Fig. 8 would give a contrast 
profile with a flat maximum of almost 30% at some 6000 km 
from the nucleus and with the contrast decreasing at larger 
distances. There is an indication of a slight decrease in the 
contrast near the nucleus, probably a combined effect of see- 
ing and instrumental scattering. The emulsion is sensitive to 
the major molecular emissions (CN and Swan bands of C2) as 
well as a broad range of the continuous spectrum. As a re- 
sult, the contrast as defined above does not tell us anything 
about the ratio of scattered light in and outside the jet, the 
quantity most directly related to the excess dust-particle 
number density in the jet as compared to the average density 
in the coma. To deconvolve the molecular and dust compo- 
nents, we applied a standard model for dust and Haser’s 
(1957) model for gas. In a notation similar to Newburn’s 
(1981), the following expressions are obtained for the column 
densities of dust, ndi and gas, ng\ 

nd oc \/x, 

ngK{\/x)J(x-,Lp,Lr). <3) 

Here x is the linear projected distance from the nucleus, Lp 

and Lr are the scale lengths of the parent and daughter (radi- 
cal) molecules, and 

J(x;Lp,Lr)= F™'K0(y)dy, (4) 
TVmin 

where ymin = x/m&x(Lp, Lr), ymiK = x/mm{Lp, Lr), and 
K0( y) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and 
zero order. Since the surface brightness is proportional to the 
column density, the contributions from dust and from N 
different molecular species to a total brightness 7 at distance 
x can be expressed as 

7w = IT {Wd + f, WgjJ{x'’Lp-1’ Lr'i]) ’ (5) 

where the index / identifies the molecular species and Wd 

and Wg i are the weight factors of the individual contributing 
components. For A = 1 the validity of Eq. (5) can be tested 
graphically by plotting the product xl (*) vs the integral J; the 
slope of the relation is given by JFg(= JFg l), whereas the 

ordinate at 7 = 0 is equal to Wd. 
Because of the randomization of molecular motions, gas 

emissions from the various regions of the nucleus have a 
tendency to blend indiscriminately in the coma, so that the 
weight factors for a neutral-gas species measured in a jet, 
( Wg )jet, and in the coma background, ( Wg )com, should essen- 
tially be the same. On the other hand, the organized motions 
of dust particles are diagnostic of the place of origin and the 
weight factors for dust, ( Wd )jet and ( ^ )com, are thus mea- 
sures of the dust density enhancement. In the case of a 
steady-state distribution the spatial density of dust varies 
with distance £ from the nucleus as 

v(g) = v(x)(x/i)2. (6) 
Let the jet be confined to a sector AOB (Fig. 9) along the line 
of sight. At a fixed projected distance x the jet’s column 
density is given by 

[«dM]jet = Í [v{g)]isldz = 0iax[v(x)}iet , (7) 
7(aob) 

where dz is an element of length along the line of sight, 0jet 

the jet’s sector angle (in radians), and [v(x:)]jet and [v(£ )]jet 

the spatial densities of dust inside the jet at the distances x 
and respectively. The column density along a line of sight 
that does not pass through the jet is related to the back- 
ground spatial density of dust [v(x:)]com by 

[nd(x)]com =irx[v(x)]com , (8) 

whereas the jet’s apparent column density, which also in- 
cludes contributions from the coma “in front” and “behind” 
the jet, is 

[ «Í M ] jet = * { At [ Vf*) ]je, + (A- - A, ) [ VM ] com } • (9) 
From Eqs. (8), (9), and (5) we find 

LMlje, 
LMLom 

_ J _|_ Í (Wrf)jet   
^jet 1 [V-d )cotn 

= '+t\ 
[Wd 
-{Wd 

(10) 

independent of the distance x. 
When applied to the brightness profiles in Fig. 8, the de- 

scribed approach rules out CN as the dominant molecular 
component, because the observed brightness decreases with 
distance too slowly. However, if it is assumed that the pre- 
vailing gaseous species in the photographic images is C2, one 
obtains satisfactory solutions. Using Newbum and Spin- 
rad’s (1984) law for the scale length of the parent of C2 and 
A’Hearn’s (1982) law for the scale length of C2 itself, we find 
for the May 9 plates = 2.74 X 104kmandLr = 6.22 X104 

km. The least-squares determined weight factors Wg and 
Wd for the coma background and the jet are presented, in 
relative units, in Table II. The “general solution” yields fVg 

and Wd from a two-parameter fit to Eq. (5) for A = 1, where- 
as in the “forced solution” Wd is calculated from Eq. (5) with 
( IFg ), a weighted mean of the two values listed in columns 2 
and 4, assumed. The faint portions of the jet and, especially, 
the coma background (at x: > 12 000 km) on the 2-min expo- 
sure are systematically much too bright (possibly because of 
the plate’s uncertain fog level) and were not included in the 
solutions (Fig. 10). As a function of the sector angle 0jet the 
mean ratio of the spatial densities of dust in the jet and in the 
background coma can be estimated from the last column of 
Table II with the use of Eq. ( 10). If the jet’s breadth along the 
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A 

Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of the relationship between the 
column density and spatial density of dust particles in a jet as a 
function of the sector angle öjet = <XAOB along the line of sight. 

line of sight is large (say, 0jet c^90°), the spatial density in the 
jet is only several times higher than in the coma. On the other 
hand, if the jet is relatively narrow (say, 0jet ^10°), its spatial 
density may exceed that of the background by more than one 
order of magnitude. The surface brightness ratio of dust to 
C2 along the jet in Fig. 8, calculated from the applied model, 
is listed for the two plates in Table III as a function of the 
projected distance x. 

Next we briefly investigated an effect of various relative 
contributions from the CN emission. Extending the relation 
in Fig. 10, we plotted xl(x) as a function of 

J(C2)[ 1 + [/(CN)//(C2)] [ Wg{CN)/Wg(C2)] ] 
and found that for an assumed ratio Wg(CN)/Wg(C2) 
= 0.05, which implies a CN/C2 intensity ratio of 22% at a 

projected distance of 5000 km and 15% at 20 000 km, the 
resulting weight factors (fVd)com and (fVd)jet changed very 
little relative to those listed in Table II. A somewhat inferior, 
but still acceptable, fit obtained with an assumed 
IFg(CN)/If^(C2) = 0.15 (CN/C2 intensity ratio between 
45% and 67%) led to a jet-to-coma dust column-density ra- 
tio of —10. The fit deteriorated rapidly for still higher as- 
sumed CN contributions. 

Available spectra of Comet Halley, including the exten- 
sive series obtained at the Lowell Observatory (Slipher 1912; 
Giclas 1981), demonstrate the critical dependence of relative 
strengths of the emission features on the circumstances of 
observation (telescope, prism, plate emulsion, sky, etc.). No 
quantitative analysis of the CN/C2 intensity ratio is possible 
from these uncalibrated spectrograms. 

In the following we offer crude estimates of the four para- 
metric functions that determine the distribution of light in 
the CN and C2 emission bands on a photographic plate: (1) 
the energy radiated by the comet in each band; (2) the wave- 
length-dependent transmission of the Earth’s atmosphere; 
(3) the spectral reflectivity of the 152-cm telescope’s optics; 
and (4) the spectral response curve of the plate emulsion 
used. 

No truly monochromatic fluxes of Comet Halley were 
measuredo during its 1910 apparition. Limiting our study to 
the 3880 Á band of CN (B21 + — X22 + hAv = 0) and to the 
three brightest Swan bands of C2 (4740 A, Av= + 1; 5160 
A, = 0; and 5630 AiAv= — 1), and assuming that Hal- 
ley is an “average” comet in terms of the CN/C2 abundance 
ratio, we used Newbum and Spinrad’s (1984) results to esti- 
mate that at a heliocentric distance of the May 9 observation 
the CN/C2 production-rate ratio (for the same assumed ex- 
pansion velocities) should be equal to 0.18. The ratio of the 
total amounts of energy, E, radiated in the brightest emission 
bands of CN and C2 (i.e., the ratio of their strengths) is 

E [CN(^li> = 0)] _ Q (CN) ¿,(CN) g[CN(¿i; = 0)] 
E[C2(Av = 0)} Q{C2) Lr(C2) g[C2(Av = 0)] 

= 0.88, (11) 

where Q is the production rate and g the fluorescence effi- 
ciency at 1 AU from the Sun, adopted to be 4.3 X 10~13 erg/ 
s/radical for the CNf^li; = 0) band from Tatum and Gille- 
spie (1977) at Halley’s heliocentric radial velocity of +21 
km/s and 2.2 X10“13 erg/s/radical for the C2(Av = 0) band 

Table II. Solutions to the brightness profiles of the coma background and the jet on two May 9, 1910 photographs (C2 and dust). 

General solution Forced solution 

Exposure TO TO TO TO TO> TOcc TO K) 
{”d 

8 minutes 

2 minutes 

400 
± H 

164.0 
±5.4 

25.5 
±3.2 

5.5 
±1.4 

371 
±23 

173.5 
±7.2 

61.8 
±7.2 

13.8 
±1.8 

395.0 

167.4 

27.1 
±3.4 

4.6 
± 1-1 

54.5 
±6.4 

15.3 
± 1-2 

2.0 
±0.4 

3.3 
±0.9 
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Fig. 10. Product jc/(;c) vs integral / (a:; Lp,Lr) for the 
coma background (open symbols) and the jet (closed 
symbols) on the 8-min and 2-min exposures of May 9. 
The straight lines represent the forced solutions from 
Table II. The slopes give the weight factors Wg of C2; 
the ordinates at / = 0, the weight factors Wd of dust. 

from A’Hearn (1982). The relative fluxes radiated in the var- 
ious Swan bands are known (A’Hearn 1978). In Table IV we 
present the relative strengths of the four bands of interest in 
the first row and the relative predicted values of the weight 
factors W* outside the Earth’s atmosphere, related to the 
strengths E by 

W*g^E/\Lr-Lp\, (12) 

in the second row. The atmospheric extinction coefficients 
for the four effective wavelengths were interpolated from the 
data by Hayes and Latham (1975) for high-altitude observa- 
tories [cf. also Oke (1965) and, for early investigations, the 
compilation by Schoenberg (1929)] and are listed, as frac- 
tions ?7atm of the light transmitted per unit air mass, in the 
third row of Table IV. On May 9 the comet’s zenith angle 
varied from 77° 3 at the beginning of the 8-min exposure to 
72°3 at the end of the 2-min exposure. Adjusted to the alti- 
tude of the Mount Wilson Observatory above sea level, the 
resulting air mass from Young’s (1969) formula is 
// = 3.0 + 0.5. Light losses on silver-coated mirrors are 
strongly wavelength dependent and increase rapidly with 
time as silver tarnishes markedly due to various pollutants in 
the air (e.g., Young and Krotkov 1929; Strong 1936; McKel- 
lar 1943). Although our efforts to find out the date of the 
152-cm telescope’s resilvering before the Halley observa- 
tions had commenced did not meet with success, we have 
learned that the surfaces of both large reflectors at Mount 
Wilson had been reburnished about once a week and recoat- 

ed once in about six months (Ingalls 1962, p. 425). Since it 
appears that freshly burnished silver recovers the reflecting 
power of a newly coated surface (Strong 1936), the reflectiv- 
ity of silver mirrors a few days old, as measured by Young 
and Krotkov (1929), should reasonably approximate the 
missing data. Interestingly, Young and Krotkov commented 
on significant deviations between their results and the data 
on silver reflectivity from laboratory measurements made 
under environment-controlled conditions, as published in 
various physical tables. The adopted spectral reflectivity per 
mirror, 77ref, is shown in the fourth row of Table IV. A. G. 
Millikan (1983, private communication) informs us that the 
spectral sensitivity of the (unhypersensitized) Seed 23 plates 
was equivalent to that of the Eastman 33 Positive, whose 
normalized response curve, 77emu, is plotted in Fig. 11 and the 
values for the four emission bands are listed in the fifth row 
of Table IV. The final predicted weight factors Wg for the 
individual emission-band images on the May 9 plates, pre- 
sented in the last row of Table IV, were calculated from the 
expression 

= ^^tm^einu , (13) 
where the factor represents the light losses on the optics 
of the 152-cm reflector in the Newtonian configuration (two 
mirrors). The resulting integrated ratio of Wg(CN)/Wg(C2) 
= 0.14 implies that C2 contributed to the photographic im- 

ages about twice as much light as CN, in a reasonable agree- 
ment with our assumption. 

Table HI. Calculated surface-brightness ratio of dust to C2 as function 
of projected distance along jet’s image on two plates of Comet Halley 

taken on May 9, 1910. 

Dust-to-C2 brightness ratio 
Projected along jet on exposure 
distance   

(km) 8 minutes 2 minutes 

1500 1.33 0.88 
3000 0.84 0.55 
5000 0.62 0.41 
7500 0.50 0.33 

10000 0.44 0.29 
15000 0.39 0.26 
20000 0.37 0.25 
30000 0.37 0.25 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The application of the new radial/rotational shift-differ- 
ence algorithm to the 1910 high-resolution images of P/Hal- 
ley has improved considerably the visibility of coma dust and 
ion features. The improved contrast permits the identifica- 
tion of the stronger dust features over a period of up to three 
days. From the processed images, dust structure reveals it- 
self as a tracer of discrete active areas emitting dust continu- 
ously from the sunlit hemisphere of the rotating nucleus. 
Based on measurements from the processed images, some 
conclusions can be drawn on the particle velocities and den- 
sities and on expectations for the 1985-1986 apparition. 

A major result is the detection of expansion velocities of 
the envelopes in the range of 0.2-0.3 km/s. These velocities 
are lower than those predicted by Whipple’s (1978, 1980, 
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Table IV. Predicted relative weight factors Wg for the CN and C2 emission bands on the May 9 exposures of Comet Halley. 

Emission band3 

Wavelength of head 
CN(Av = 0) C2(Av= + 1) 

3880 Á 4740 Á 
C2(^i; = 0) 

5160 Á 
C2(Av = - 1) 

5630 A 
C2(total) 

Total energy radiated or band 
strength, E (relative units) 

Weight factor W* for intensity 
outside Earth’s atmosphere 
(relative units) 

Atmospheric transmission, 7/atm, 
per unit air mass (percent) 

Reflectivity of silver mirror, 
Vref (percent) 

Normalized sensitivity of plate 
emulsion, rjemu (percent) 

Weight factor Wg for intensity 
on plate 

10.0 

10 

68 

57 

100 

1.0 

6.5 

28 

81 

78 

60 

5.4 

11.4 

49 

85 

81 

8 

1.6 

5.4 

23 

87 

85 

<0.1 

23.3 

100 

7.0 
3 Adopted effective half-widths are 10 À for the CN band and 100 A for the C2 bands. 

1982) empirical formula (based on data compiled by Bobrov- 
nikoff) and by Delsemme (1982) from his considerations of 
the interaction between gas and fine dust (0.5-0.7 km/s). In 
our forthcoming Paper II we will show that one can rule out 
the possibility that dust particles ejected from discrete emis- 
sion regions achieve substantially lower terminal velocities. 
Such low velocities would also contradict the facts estab- 
lished from a detailed study of Periodic Comet Swift-Tuttle 
(Sekanina 1981b). Obviously, what we are measuring in 
Comet Halley are projected velocities along foreshortened 
trajectories, consistent with our concept of localized dust 
ejections as essentially two-dimensional structures whose 
initially conical surfaces are being gradually distorted by ef- 
fects of radiation pressure (Sekanina and Larson 1983). At 
larger distances on the sunward side of the nucleus the phys- 
ical deceleration of the dust by solar radiation pressure be- 
comes increasingly evident. Our model is contrary to a tradi- 
tional view which regards envelopes as projected 
paraboloids of isotropic emission. To avoid any misunder- 
standing, we emphasize that this is not to say that the dust 
ejected isotropically should not be confined to a volume 
about the nucleus approximately circumscribed by a parabo- 
loid-shaped envelope as in the fountain model. Rather, this is 
to say that the observed envelopes have nothing in common 

WAVELENGTH (A) 

Fig. 11. Spectral response curve of the Seed 23 and Eastman 33 Positive 
emulsions. (Courtesy of A. G. Millikan, Eastman Kodak Research Labora- 
tories.) 

with isotropic emission and the fountain model. Indeed, the 
unacceptably large differences between the properties of 
Halley’s envelopes and the predicted properties for the para- 
boloid envelopes (especially the deviations from the expected 
2:1 ratio of the semilatus rectum to the vertex distance), dis- 
cussed by Bobrovnikoff (1931), provide sufficient evidence to 
dismiss the traditional approach. 

The nucleus rotation is documented best by the omnipres- 
ent spiral jets, clearly extending to projected distances of at 
least 15 000-20 000 km from the nucleus. Even with a con- 
servative upper limit of 0.4 km/s to the “initial” projected 
expansion velocity, we find — 1 day as a crude lower limit to 
the rotation period of P/Halley, more than twice as long as 
Whipple’s (1982) value. 

Temporal changes in the dust-coma morphology may pre- 
clude the unambiguous identification of the same features 
when recorded at a single observatory on successive nights, 
but the nightly observing window is usually too short to de- 
tect motions with any degree of accuracy. Although the time 
scale of dust-feature changes in P/Halley somewhat relaxes 
the sample-frequency requirement for temporal identifica- 
tion from the ground, precision determinations of ejection 
velocities and radiation-pressure accelerations still require a 
baseline rate of several high-resolution images per day. This 
is a primary goal of the Near-Nucleus Studies Network 
(NNSN) of the International Halley Watch (IHW) during 
the 1985-1986 apparition. 

The highest feature contrast directly measured on the 
May 9 photographs of P/Halley is about 30%, but a decon- 
volution of the dust and gas components leads to a jet-to- 
coma contrast of 100% or more in the continuum and to 
particle number densities in a bright jet from several to sever- 
al tens of times the background density in the coma at the 
same distance from the nucleus. In 1986 these jets should be 
recorded by spacecraft imaging experiments all the way to 
the nucleus. Quantitative studies by Hellmich and Keller 
(1981) show that visibility of the nucleus is highly dependent 
upon particle and nucleus-surface albedos and upon the 
dust’s optical depth. High particle concentrations in jets 
could substantially reduce the contrast and visibility of the 
nucleus, or portions thereof, as seen from spacecraft. The 
measured optical contrast also implies that dust detectors on 
spacecraft may be exposed to highly erratic particle-impact 
rate variations (cf. Sekanina 1983). 

The prospects for visibility of coma features from the 
ground are good during limited periods of time in 1985- 
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1986. Both the pre- and post-perihelion approaches to the 
Earth offer extended observing windows to make continual 
observations of the type of features described here. We are 
confident that information on near-nucleus phenomena and, 
particularly, on nucleus-surface processes provided by the 
successful operation of the IHW’s NNSN will be both qual- 
itatively and quantitatively superior to the best 1910 data. In 
the meantime, we hope to gain an insight into the rotational 
and morphological properties of Halley’s nucleus by analyz- 
ing carefully the currently available data. Paper II will pre- 
sent the first results of our quantitative study of individual 
dust features. 
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Millikan, Eastman Kodak Research Laboratories, and R. L. 
Newburn, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, for their kind assis- 
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PLATE 11 

Fig. 1. Digitally processed May 9,1910, image of Comet Halley. A linear density derivative is applied in the vertical direction (left) and in the 
diagonal direction (right), showing dramatic changes in the visibility of features. The ripple-like patterns in the sky background are artifacts 
of the scanning process. 

S. M. Larson and Z. Sekanina (see page 572) 
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PLATE 12 

Fig. 2. Digitally processed May 9, 1910, image of Comet Halley, using the algorithm from Eq. ( 1 ). The rows exhibit the effects of constant radial 
shifts Ax (in pixels) and varying rotational shifts AP (in deg). The columns display the effects of constant AP and varying Ax. The unprocessed 
image is reproduced at Ax = 0, AP = 0°. The radial patterns in the images AP = 0° and Ax = 2 and 5 pixels result from imperfect pixel 
interpolation. Note an improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio for larger shifts. 

S. M. Larson and Z. Sekanina (see page 572) 
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PLATE 14 
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PLATE 15 

Fig. 5. Photographie observations of Cornet Halley made at Mount Wilson in 1910. The times of observation are, from left to 
right: June 2.1815, 3.2288, and 4.2246 UT. For other description, see the caption to Fig. 3. 

S. M. Larson and Z. Sekanina (see page 573) 
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PLATE 16 

Fig. 6. Photographie observations of Comet Halley made at Mount Wilson in 1910. 
The time of observation is June 5.2367 for the left image, 6.2175 UT for the right. For 
other description, see the caption to Fig. 3. 

S. M. Larson and Z. Sekanina (see page 573) 
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PLATE 17 

log x 

PROJECTED DISTANCE FROM NUCLEUS, x(l03km) 

Fig. 8. Left: Digitized image of Comet Halley on the 8-min exposure taken on 1910 May 9 at Mount Wilson. The width of the frame is 60 000 
km and the direction to the Sun is up. The approximate positions at which the brightness was measured in the coma background and in the jet 
are indicated by the dark marks. Right, top: Profiles of the coma background and the jet on the 8-min and 2-min exposures of May 9. The 
measured relative surface brightnesses (left scale) of the coma background (open symbols) and of the jet (closed symbols) are plotted vs 
projected distance from the nucleus. The curves are the forced solutions from Table II. Right, bottom: Jet’s calculated contrast (right scale) 
relative to the coma background, as defined by Eq. (2), vs projected distance from the nucleus for the two exposures. 

S. M. Larson and Z. Sekanina (see page 574) 
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